
 



 



 





 
 

Preposition + Noun/Noun + Preposition 
 

1. In each group of nouns below there is one prepositional phrase with 

the wrong preposition. Cross it out. 

A. 1) at first sight, at the same time, at all cost, at favour of, at the request of 

     2) in a whisper, in other words, in disorder, in my opinion, in average, in general 

     3) on the phone, on the Internet, on the other hand, on the bus, on addition to 



     4) out of date, out of purpose, out of order, out of cash, out of time 

     5) on duty, on business, on arrival, on the news, on the screen, on a diet, on fire 

     6) by chance, by far, by mistake, by heart, by sight, by purpose 

     7) without need, without doubt, without breath, without exception, without delay 

 

B. 1) decrease in, failure in, a need in, pleasure in, interest in, failure in, difficulty in 

     2) appetite for, memory for, sympathy for, reason for, preference for, attitude for 

     3) a reply to, objection to, solution to, damage to, excuse to, exception to, a key to 

     4) influence on, impression on, responsibility on, advice on, opinion on, talk on 

     5) agreement with, connection with, damage with, harmony with, trouble with 

 

2. Add the appropriate prepositions to these phrases. 

1) _________ suspicion                                  14) a solution ________ 

2) _________ date                                           15) sympathy________ 

3) _________ the Internet                               16) reputation ________ 

4) _________ foot                                           17) exception_________ 

5) _________  a whisper                                 18) a decrease_________ 

6) _________ exception                                  19) protection _________ 

7) _________ behalf of                                   20) charge _________ 

8) _________ a speed                                      21) lack _______ 

9) _________ advance                                     22) influence ________     

10) _________ pencil                                      23) advice __________ 

11) _________ first sight                                 24) pride __________ 

12) _________ mistake                                    25) failure ______ (exam) 

13) _________ doubt                                       26) quotation _________ 

 

Adjective (Participle)+ Preposition 
 

3. Add the appropriate prepositions to each line of the following adjectives. 

Be sure you know the meaning of the words. 

Adjectives Prepositions 

1) ashamed, afraid, guilty, frightened, shy, sick, envious  

2) familiar, equal, faithful, allergic, good, used, new, nice  

3) efficient, brilliant, hopeless, good, intelligent, excellent  

4) eager, famous, ready, anxious, bad, good, sorry  

5) absent, safe, different, disqualified, borrowed  

6) surprised, shocked, amazed, astonished  

7) sorry, pleased, worried, happy, anxious, upset, annoyed  

8) capable, aware, characteristic, generous, typical, proud  

9) bored, concerned, contronted, acquainted, popular  

10) successtul, interested, rich, experienced, weak  

 

 



4. Complete the sentences using one of the following adjectives with the correct 

preposition. 

famous ●interested ● dependent ● impressed ● ashamed ● amazed ● fond ● 

nice ● keen ● bored ● fed up ● nervous 

 

1. She ought to be thoroughly _______________of  herself talking to her mother like that. 

2. Anyone would feel _____________ about having an operation. 

3. I've never been ____________on/ of flying. 

4. He was getting ______________ with / of going to the same pub every day. 

5. He didn't seem very ___________ in what I was saying. 

6. He is a very educated person. I was really ____________with  his knowledge of history. 

7. My brother is ___________ of / on playing computer games. 

8. She was ______________ at how calm she felt after the accident. 

9. I don't want to be _______________on  anybody. 

10. Italy is ______________ for its art treasures. 

11. I’m _________ with your complaints. 

12.It was ____________ of them to invite us. 

1. Complete these sentences with the appropriate prepositions. 

1. You can easily divide 70 ____ 10. 

2. I try to reply ____ e-mails the day I receive them. 

3. Please do not hesitate to ask me ____ more details, if you need them. 

4. I ate so much of it one day that I was sick. It cured me ____ my  addiction. 

5. He strongly objected ____  smoking in the office. 

6. Going to see your parent this weekend depends ___ the weather. 

7. We decided ___ Greece for our holiday, The trip looked very attractive and affordable. 

8. She was preparing paper ___ presentation at the student's conference. 

 

2. Complete the sentences using the verbs in the box and add the appropriate preposition. 

 charge ● depend●  decide● object ● congratulate 

1. The size of atoms _______ on the method used to measure it. 

2. We must ____ you on passing your driving test. 

3. They _____ her with using the company's money for her own purposes. 

4. I've _______ on buying a smaller car which is more economical. 

5. No one _________ to Tom's words when he said it was time to go home. 

 

3. Complete the first part of the sentences with one of the endings from the second part. 

1. Harry apologized                                               a) to my birthday party. 

2. They accused Clare                                           b) on winning the final. 

3. I'm going to invite everyone                             c) to me for losing my book. 

4. The coach congratulated us                              d) for the worst. 

5. You shouldn't judge                                          e) of shoplifting. 

6. They were prepared                                          f) by five equals four. 

7. Twenty divided                                                 g) of your cough. 

8. This medicine will cure you                              h) by/on appearance alone. 



 

4. In each group of verbs below there is one prepositional phrase with the wrong 

preposition. Cross this phrase out. 

1) to vote against, to attack against, to argue against, to decide against, to advise against 

2) to stare at, to gaze at, to glance at, to arrive at, to look at, to apologize at, to aim at 

3) to blame sb for sth, to call for, to hope for, to leave for, to pride oneself for 

4) to boast about, to dream about, to advise about, to learn about, to protest about 

5) to border on, to influence on, to concentrate on, to congratulate sb on, to depend on 

6) to remind sb of, to approve of, to pride of, to complain of, to cure sb of, to deprive of 

7) to apologize to, to contribute to, to arrive to, to devote sth to sb, to listen to, to object to 

8) to part with, to confuse with, to argue with, to cope with, to congratulate with 

9) to reply to, to prefer sth to sth, to react to, respond to, to hear to, to apply to 

10) to hear from, to benefit from, to differ from, to depend from, to result from 

 

5. Complete the chart below by putting the given verbs in one of the columns combining 

them with particular prepositions. 

 

comment ●compare ●sympathise● cope ●belong ●rely● hope ●refer● apologise● 

congratulate 

 

with for on to 

    

    

    

    

 

6. Complete the following sentences with the appropriate preposition from the box. 

Analyze the meaning of the sentences to make the correct choice. 

A  

with● from ●in ●to ●on 

1. I am not satisfied ___ your work. 

2. O'Connor found great satisfaction ____ the thought that he did his best. 

3. She got great satisfaction _____ helping people learn. 

4. Our guide was very pleasant _____ us during our holiday. 

5. John was very pleased _____ the way his paintings turned out. 

6. He took pleasure ____ watching his grandchildren play in the garden. 

7. We were impressed ____ her performance. 

8. Claire made a bad impression ____ Steve’s parent. 

9. My grandfather takes a great delight ___  cooking. 

10. David was delighted ____ the book he bought. 

11. She looks familiar ____ me. May be she is an actress. 

12. As he was familiar ___ Japanese culture, he wrote an article on it. 

 

B 



between● with ●for ●about ●from 

1. There was no reason ____ his reckless actions. 

2. I tried to reason ___ her, but she didn't pay attention. 

3. There is a strong relationship ____ smoking cigarettes and lung cancer. 

4. Jim has a good relationship ____ his parents. 

5. This holiday was different _____ all the others. 

6. There is a big difference ____ English and Greek food. 

7. I had a quarrel ____ Stephen last night. 

8. They had a quarrel ____ the date of their departure. 

 

C                         

in ● of ●to ●at ● for 

1. His father was proud ____ the way Tim performed. 

2. We take great pride ____ our work team made up of qualified professionals. 

3. Kevin is not very good ___ football. He'd rather play squash. 

4. My grandfather was always good ___ my grandmother. 

5. Too much sugar in your diet isn't good ____ you. 

6. I haven't heard  ___ Sarah yet. I hope she will write soon. 

7. Everybody has heard ___ Coca-Cola. You can buy it everywhere. 

8. Have your heard ___  the flood in Germany? 

9. The police say that there is no hope ___ finding the stolen paintings. 

10. We're having a picnic on Sunday so we're all hoping ____ fine weather. 

11. It's very important nowadays to care ____ our environment. 

12. Sarah was fond of Peter and cared ___  him very much. 

 

7. Read the student's letter and correct ten mistakes in the use of  prepositions. 

Dear Cathy, 

How are you? It seems ages from I last saw you. I have been attending to Bedford College for a 

year. I'm very happy with studying here. At first, it was quite hard getting used of speaking 

English all the time but now I feel very comfortable on communicating with my second language. 

 

I've just joined to an international student's group and I'm excited with meeting new people. The 

summer break is coming and a few of us are planning about doing some travelling together. 

I look forward to hearing of you! 

Love from Marianne. 

 

8. Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the 

first one. Use one of the following nouns with the correct preposition. 

date ●accident● pressure ●order● differences ●opinion 

 

1. This phone doesn't work. We have to find another one. ➡This phone is _______________. 

2. Bill didn't want to take this course but his parents actually persuaded him that it was necessary. 

➡ Bill took this course ______ from his parents. 



3. I don't think he would have broken the window on purpose. ➡ I think 

he broke the window ________________ . 

4. From my point of view, there is little advantage in buying shares now. ⇒ 

_____ my _______, there is little advantage in buying shares now. 

5. You should regularly upgrade your computer system. ➡You should keep your computer 

system _______________ .  

6. British and American English differ in pronunciation. ➡ There are some ____________ 

British and American pronunciation. 

 

9. If a preposition in bold is correct, put a tick. If it is wrong, write the correct preposition 

on the line. 

 

1. Should I pay by cash or by credit card?                                               

2. John is coming tomorrow by the train.                                                

3. Storms occur once a month in average. 

4. Please send my order with delay.                                                          

5. The room is in a mess. Go and tidy it! 

6. You can wash this blouse only with hand. 

7. Can you tell me her phone number on memory? 

8. I have a terrible memory for names. 

9. I haven't met him? But I know him at sight. 

10. If we go by the bus, we'll have more time to chat. 

11. I'd like to speak to the person of charge. 

12. He is an expert at electronic music. 

13. All corrections in the paper should be made with ink. 

14. It was hot and the children played under the shade. 

15. She's made a lot of progress in a very short time. 

16. This is an exception in the rule. 

17. She has a bad memory for numbers. 

18. She sang the song by memory without looking at any words. 

19. One on a time, please! I can't listen to all of you together. 

20. I've got enough money at hand to buy a new car. 

____________________ 

____________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ЦТ -2022 
 

Прочитайте текст. Выберите один из предложенных вариантов ответа. 

       As a child, Zack had eaten a wide variety of food and it wasn't until he started secondary 

school that he became addicted (A7) ... pizza. American school meals have often been 

criticised for the large amount of fast food present (A8) ... the menu. At Zack's school, pizza 

was the star dish and he couldn't get enough of it. Furthermore, there was only one thing he 

wanted to spend his pocket money on: slices of pizza. Naturally, Zack's family were worried 

about their son's diet was low (A9) ... vitamins. So was Zack. In a desperate attempt to break 

his addiction, he agreed to appear on a TV programme. Its aim was to encourage food addicts 

to beat their addictions with the help of a psychologist and nutritionist. It wasn't easy, but Zack 



finally demonstrated that he had given (A10) ... eating pizza. Zack met the challenge and, 

according to the programme makers, he has never eaten pizza again. 

A7. 1) with           2) for                3) to                  4) in                      5) on 

A8. 1) at               2) on                 3) in                  4) to                      5) with 

A9. 1) in              2) at                   3) with              4) for                     5) by 

A10.1) in             2) off                 3) on                 4) out                     5) up 
 

Прочитайте текст. Выберите один из предложенных вариантов ответа. 

          More and more young sports people are realising that their hopes of sporting success on 

the international stage of the Olympics are not just a dream. With the right opportunities there 

will be no limit (A7)... their achievements. While many have the ability and dedication to 

succeed, sometimes the lack of access (A8)... training facilities has limited their progress in 

their chosen field. The Athletes Academy's aim is to provide talented sportspeople (A9) ... free 

cutting-edge facilities in a number of key cities. Without appropriate support, it is unlikely that 

they will ever enjoy success (A10) ... the very top. Hopefully, in the future, several of the 

Academy's students will be able to stand on the podium holding a gold medal. 

A7. 1) to              2) by                   3) with              4) at                            5) in  

A8. 1) of             2) to                    3) for                4) at                             5) in 

A9. 1) at             2) on                   3) to                  4) with                         5) for  

A10.1) in            2) for                  3) at                  4) with                          5) to 

 

Прочитайте текст. Выберите один из предложенных вариантов ответа. 

        I think that we, as teenage shoppers, are naturally very sensitive to price. We're always 

hunting for bargains and many of us plan our shopping and do not just pop into shops and buy 

on impulse. Funnily enough, many of my friends say their parents have a lot of influence both 

on how much they spend on clothes and on what they buy, even if they have earned the money 

themselves from a part-time job. (A7)... short, despite what many older people might think, 

we worry about our parents' attitude (A8) ... the clothes we purchase. The shops in my area 

operate in a highly competitive environment, so they have to make sure they cater (A9)... 

young people's tastes by having a wide range of fashion clothes in stock (A10) ... any one time.  

A7. 1) For            2) With                       3) By                         4) At                                 5) In 

A8. 1) with           2) at                            3) from                     4) to                                  5) by 

A9. 1) in                  2) with                   3) for                        4) at                             5) - 

A10.1) for                2) at                          3) in                          4) to                             5) from 
 

Прочитайте текст. Выберите один из предложенных вариантов ответа. 

        I work as a motorbike Mount rider that is, I do tricks on my motorbike at shows. I have a 

degree (A7)... mechanical engineering; this helps me to look at the physics that lies behind 

each stunt. In addition (A8)... being responsible for design changes to the motorbike, I have to 

work out every stunt I do. People often think that my work is very dangerous, but, apart (A9)... 

some minor mechanical problem happening occasionally during a stunt, nothing ever goes 

wrong. Luckily, I've never found myself (A10) ... any kind of danger because I'm very 

experienced. 

A7. 1) with                2) to                      3) in                               4) of                           5) for 

A8. 1) at                    2) on                     3) with                           4) to                           5) f or 



A9. 1) from               2) with                  3) for                              4) to                          5) of 

A10. 1) with             2) for                     3) to                                4) in                          5) at  
 

Прочитайте текст. Выберите один из предложенных вариантов ответа. 

        The RSPCA (Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) was formed in 

1824 by a group of men with an interest in animal welfare. The main reason (A7) ... its creation 

was concern over the condition of working animals like horses, who were often in distress. 

The society's attempts in protecting these animals were successful and led to a new law being 

introduced in 1835. The RSPCA has always opposed the hunting of animals (A8) ... fun, and 

with some success. For instance, in 2004, fox hunting became illegal in the UK. Current 

campaigns include a demand for a new law to prohibit keeping monkeys as pets. An increase 

in pet ownership means that domestic animals now account for a lot of the society's work. The 

society employs approximately 340 inspectors who, (A9)... first glance, resemble police 

officers because of their uniforms. These inspectors investigate about 140,000 complaints a 

year (A10) ... average. 

A7. 1) with                2) in                          3) to                                4) for                       5) at  

A8. 1) for                  2) on                         3) with                            4) at                         5)  of 

A9. 1) from               2) at                          3) of                                4) to                         5) in  

A10. 1) to                 2) for                         3) on                               4) in                         5 ) by 
 

Прочитайте текст. Выберите один из предложенных вариантов ответа. 

         Dear Principal Winters, 

         I am writing in response (A7)... your notice on the school website inviting students to 

volunteer for the project to create a school vegetable garden. I believe I have the necessary 

skills for this role. For the last two months, I have been volunteering at the weekends in a local 

conservation centre that does work in education. As a volunteer, I have been involved (A8)... 

a wide range of activities. My tasks have included showing visitors around, as well as 

answering questions about the project. (A9)... the whole, I have found working with a team of 

volunteers interesting and informative. (A10)... this reason, I believe I would be an excellent 

candidate for this role. 

       I look forward to hearing from you. 

       Yours sincerely,  Jack Smith 

 

A7. 1) with                  2) at                            3) to                              4) in                   5) - 

A8. 1) to                      2) for                          3) by                             4) at                   5) in 

A9. 1) To                    2) With                      3) For                           4) From              5) On 

A10. 1) With              2) By                          3) For                            4) To                  5) From 

 

Прочитайте текст. Выберите один из предложенных вариантов ответа. 

        Most people agree that the lack of exercise in teenagers' lives is a serious problem. But 

what are the causes (A7)…this problem and what can we do to address (A8) ... them? I strongly 

believe that today's teenagers spend too much time playing on electronic gadgets. They hardly 

ever do outdoor activities and this is why many of them do not get enough exercise. What is 

more, many teenagers are overweight and this makes them less willing to do exercise. In order 

to tackle (A9)... this problem, many different measures are necessary. (A10) ... my opinion, it 

is unrealistic to limit the amount of time teenagers spend on gadgets. What I propose instead 

is that we make sure school canteens only serve healthy food. Furthermore, I would strongly 



recommend that we give all teenagers free membership of their local sports facilities. Lack of 

exercise can cause long-term health problems, so it is vital that we act now. 

A7. 1) of                       2) in                          3) to                           4) at                          5) on 

A8. 1) to                       2) for                        3) at                           4) with                      5) - 

A9. 1) for                     2) at                         3) with                       4) in                           5) - 

A10. 1) From              2) In                         3) To                         4) At                           5) By 

 

Прочитайте текст. Выберите один из предложенных вариантов ответа. 

        UK companies are complaining that more and more school leavers that apply (A7)... them 

for jobs lack the basics in education. 'I need security guards who can write short reports,' said 

Tina Hutton, personnel manager at Failsafe Security. 'When some of them try to spell, they 

come up (A8) ... words that not even a computer spellchecker would recognise!' Young people 

today rely (A9) ... word processor programmes that autocorrect and cannot even do simple 

arithmetic without a calculator to help them. Many teachers blame this dependency on modern 

technology (A10)... falling standards among school leavers. As a result, many firms are putting 

potential interviewees through a series of tests before they even talk to them.  

A7. 1) for                       2) with                     3) at                              4) to                        5) - 

A8. 1) on                       2) at                         3) with                          4) for                       5) in 

A9. 1) on                       2) by                        3) at                              4) to                         5) for 

A10. 1) to                      2) with                     3) from                         4) by                        5) for 

 

Прочитайте текст. Выберите один из предложенных вариантов ответа. 

        Popcorn is typical (A7)... what's available at cinemas, but why be limited (A8) ... just 

that? You might be surprised at what movie-goers munch (жеваmь). The Japanese, for 

instance, go for tiny dried crabs covered in salt or sugar when watching the action on screen. 

In a Cambodian cinema you might be offered insect snacks, (A9)... particular roasted ants 

covered in chocolate. China's favourite snack is called 'umeboshi' dried and salted plums. 

According to the locals, they help prevent (A10) ... ageing, so in theory you could leave the 

cinema looking younger than when you arrived! 

A7. 1) to                     2) at                            3) in                            4) from                      5) of 

A8. 1) with                 2) for                          3) of                            4) from                      5) to 

A9. 1) for                   2) in                           3) on                            4) by                          5) at 

A10. 1) from              2) to                          3) of                              4) by                           5) - 

 

Прочитайте текст. Выберите один из предложенных вариантов ответа. 

        Being part of the top college tennis team means I have to stay in great shape, so however 

hard I'm studying, not a day goes by without some form of exercise, although I might only 

actually hit a ball (A7) ... practice three times a week. Swimming and long distance running 

suit me better than arranging extra matches, allowing me to build up my strength. Our fitness 

trainer keeps an eye (A8) ... general food intake and comes up with really smart suggestions 

about what to eat when. Not all the guys listen to him though, which shows little respect for 

what he's contributing (A9) ... the team effort. That's poor. Then again, I tend to ignore advice 

(A10) ... sleep patterns, while the others are pretty good at observing the early nights rule, so 

I maybe shouldn't criticise them. 



A7. 1) at                   2) in                            3) with                      4) of                       5) by 

A8. 1) with               2) to                            3) for                        4) at                        5) on 

A9. 1) to                  2) with                         3) in                         4) by                        5) - 

A10. 1) with            2) at                             3) to                         4) on                       5) from 

 

 

РТ1-2022 

Прочитайте предложение (В1-В4).Заполните каждый из пропусков только одним 

словом, подходящим по смыслу. Слово должно содержать не более 15 символов. 

B1. When you speak to lee, bear  … mind he’s still pretty upset about what happened. 

B2. Many people in Britain are fond … gardening. 

B3. It must be difficult to cope … three small children and a job. 

B4. I’m afraid he’s not a reliable person. He often lets people … . 

 

Прочитайте предложение (В1-В4).Заполните каждый из пропусков только одним 

словом, подходящим по смыслу. Слово должно содержать не более 15 символов. 

B1. These are important questions, and we want answers … them. 

B2. Who is responsible … the safety of the divers here? 

B3. I know I can rely … you to solve this problem. 

B4. Take …  a relaxing hobby, such as knitting, for example. 

 

 
 


